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Moderator: Ladies and gentlemen good day and welcome to the Dhanlaxmi Bank Q3FY14 earnings 

conference call hosted by Elara Securities Limited. As a reminder, all participant lines will be in 

the listen-only mode and there will be an opportunity for you to ask questions after the 

presentation concludes. Should you need assistance during this conference call, please signal an 

operator by pressing * and then 0 on your touchtone phone. Please note that this conference is 

being recorded. I now hand the conference over to Mr. Sachin Tendulkar from Dhanlaxmi Bank. 

Thank you and over to you Mr. Tendulkar. 

Sachin Tendulkar: Thanks Margaret. Good evening everyone, this is Sachin here. 

P. G. Jayakumar: Good evening Sachin, I am Jayakumar. Along with me is Mr. Krishnan, our CFO and Mr. 

Chandran. 

Management: On behalf of the management, I welcome all of you to the Q3 results conference call of the bank 

and I request our CFO, Mr. Krishnan to take it over from here. 

K. S. Krishnan: We are reviewing the Q3 results of Dhanlaxmi Bank Limited. Regarding the performance of the 

bank, we have a total business of 19,585 crores total business as on 31st December against 

19,156 crores as on 31st March. We have a total deposit of 11,730 crores against 11,200 crores as 

on 31st March 2013. We have a total advance of 7,854 as on 31st December 2013 against 7,954 

crores as on 31st March 2013. We had net interest income of 57 crores in Q3 against 82 crores in 

Q2. This was 74 crores as on last December, 2012 December. Non-interest income, we had 15 

crores as on 31st December against 14.6 crores in September 2013 Q2. We had reported 

operating loss of 7.6 crores in Q3 against operating profit of 18 crores in Q2. We had a net profit 

of 4.39 crores as on 31st December 2012. In Q2 of 2013, we had a net loss of 1.85 crores. In Q3, 

119.37 crores net loss. Our yield on advances is 12.33 against corresponding last year is 12.69. 

Our cost of deposit is 8.17 against corresponding previous year 8.4. Our net interest margin is 

2.20 against corresponding last year 2.43. The gross NPA has slightly gone up and it is 7.05 as 

on December 2013 against corresponding previous year 4.19. Net NPA is 4.64 against 

corresponding previous year 2.93. Our Basel II CRAR is 11.21 against corresponding previous 

year 11.58. Basel III is 9.78, well above the prescribed division of 9% in Basel II and 7% Basel 

III. 

P. G. Jayakumar: You had our CFO, Mr. Krishnan. Any clarifications, further explanations, we will be glad to 

share with you my dear friends. 

Moderator: Thank you very much. We will now begin the question and answer session. The first question is 

from the line of Ameya Sathe from JM Financial. Please go ahead. 

Ameya Sathe: Sir can I have your tier 1 ratio? 

K. S. Krishnan: One ratio Basel II 8.56. 
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Ameya Sathe: 8.56 is tier 1 right and Basel III? 

K. S. Krishnan: 8.47. 

Ameya Sathe: How much sir? 

K. S. Krishnan: 8.47. 

Ameya Sathe: And employee number and branch number? 

K. S. Krishnan: Number 283 and employee number 2,551. 

Ameya Sathe: And sir can you help us understand the problems with respect to asset quality. What were your 

delinquencies during the quarter and how do you think the asset quality will perform going 

ahead? 

K. S. Krishnan: Jayakumar, I will answer this question. There was slightly higher slippage. This quarter, there 

was slippage of about 151 crores in gross NPA which was mainly due to the industrial situation 

and the general stress that is felt in the economy of the country, but if you look at the accounts 

which slipped is about 50-70 crores of those accounts turned NPA just because small defaults. 

Arrears in about 70 crores of the accounts which turned NPA is about 1 crore. So once we collect 

that 1 crore arrear, the entire 70 crores will be upgraded. That is one thing. Second thing is that if 

you look at the entire slippage this year, first quarter we arrested it around 75, second quarter 30. 

So if we reduce that 70 from 151, we will feel that only 80 crores additional slippage is there. So 

on the face of it, it seems to be a larger picture in increasing the NPA. Actually we are confident 

that before the end of this month, at least 50% of the new NPA will be recovered that is one of 

the important things I would like to tell you. Second thing is that if you look at the picture of last 

financial year, last financial year there was a slippage of 528 crores into NPA and we could 

recover 300 crores. This year also total recovery is about 100 crores. Exactly gross NPA 

recovery is about 95 crores and we look at about 200-250 crores going forward in the next 45 

days and many of these NPAs which turned NPA last year and in the former part of the current 

financial year, many of them are in the recovery line. We are confident that we will be able to 

recover more than 200 crores of NPA and we feel that by recovering 50% of the NPA of Rs. 546 

gross, we will be able to contain the percentage about 4%-5% down from 7.05% by the end of 

Q4 and the net will be contained between 2.5-3. Even though our estimate in the beginning of the 

year was 3% gross and 2% net, it will be marginally increased by about 0.5%-1% in gross and 

0.5%-1% in the net NPA also. That is the general situation of the NPA and we do not expect any 

additional slippage in the current quarter because we have very strong machinery for recovery 

and monitoring and we have further strengthened it and it is being monitored very strictly every 

week from my desk also. So we feel that much of the NPA will be contained by the Q4 of the 

current financial year and going forward we do not think that this kind of slippage will happen. If 

you look at the last year, the current year slippage is only 50% of what had slipped last year. So 

next year, I expect that it will be much lower. So we give a fair picture in this segment. That is 

all I would tell you now. 
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Moderator: Thank you. The next question is from the line of Mangesh Kulkarni from Almondz Global 

Securities. Please go ahead. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: Sir I just missed your slippages number. Slippages were 151 crores during this quarter? 

K. S. Krishnan: Yes. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: And what was the recovery and up-gradation write-offs that is movement of NPAs? 

K. S. Krishnan: Recovery of gross figure was: Q1, it was about 16 crores; Q2, it was about 44 crores and Q3, it is 

about 33 crores. All together it is about 95 crores. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: And any upgrades of the account during the quarter? 

K. S. Krishnan: This is up-gradation plus recovery I am telling. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: And write-offs? 

K. S. Krishnan: Write-offs are not there. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: And sir against this recovery figures of 16 crores, 44 crores, and 33 crores, we are targeting 

around 200 crores of recovery in Q? 

K. S. Krishnan:  What I am trying to tell you is there is a slippage of 151 crores in the current quarter. Out of 

that, 70 crores went NPA just because of arrears of less than 1 crore. Once we recover this one 

crore, much of that is being recovered and almost through. Much of these accounts will become 

upgraded in the Q4. In addition to that, we look at a recovery position of about 200-250 crores in 

Q4. If we go by the past, last year 528 crores we recovered 300 crores. This year also from total 

NPA as of now which is 256 in the current financial year and if we are able to suppose another 

100 crores even if it is going bad in Q4, we recover 50% of the gross NPA of 546 crores. Our 

gross NPA will be only 4%-4.5% maximum down from 7.05% and net will be 2.5%-3%. This is 

imminently possible because many of these recovery steps either through Sarfaesi or court cases. 

They are lined up very quick recoveries happening. If you look at the banking industry as a 

whole, you will find that many of these accounts are getting recovered in the last quarter of the 

financial year. Another thing is that we have identified about 130-140 crores of NPA ready for 

sale to the asset recovery companies many of the securities. Most of the NPAs in our books are 

supported by collaterals and we will go for such sales if only there is a substantial portion of cash 

payment by the asset recovery company. We are planning like that. So while we recover these 

NPAs, there will be add back of about 70-80 crores into our additional income. It will help us 

improve our bottom-line. So this is the worst scenario which had happened this quarter. So that 

worst situation is over. We have thoroughly verified our books. There is no shock for any further 

slippage. 
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Mangesh Kulkarni: Sir in terms of your provisions, in the notes given below the result, it was mentioned that around 

55.57 crores you need to make provision as per the RBI earning section report in Q4 as well as 

around 6.38 crores towards the pension during the fourth quarter. 

K. S. Krishnan: I will answer that because 55 crores is one of the items which relating to a corporate advance we 

have to provide that will be happening in Q4 of the current year. That is one thing and we are 

also expecting some other positive aspects about it because we have already entrusted Elara 

Capital where strategic sale of one of our investments in Destimoney securities will fetch us 

about 9-10 crores minimum. Another thing is that from insurance segment, we have expecting 

income of about 10 crores and also last quarter there will be, if you look at the other income of 

the bank, in the last quarter only it increases substantially. Last year from 70 crores, it went up to 

114 crores. This year as of now it is 57 crores. We may end up in 120-130 crores by the end of 

the financial year. So all these are cushions to take care of these provisions. So yes, there is a 

provision requirement that we are confident of meeting comfortably in the Q4 of the current 

financial year. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: After making this around 63 crores of provisions, we will be again ending up Q4 with a loss as 

such right? 

K. S. Krishnan: If you look at the MTM loss, our majority of our losses if you look at can be seen for the MTM 

loss on the government securities. We hope that there will be some let up because that is where 

things are moving when the interest rate even today picture, bond market prices may increase, 

interest rate may come down. We hope that our MTM losses can be scored off. So that will give 

a relief and whatever it be, we are not selling the securities. Whatever loss that is reflected in the 

books will be notional only. All these securities we are retaining and we will not be selling and I 

expect that fairly all these interest rates will moderate and that is how the inflation has come 

down. So we expect as a banker, reasonably we expect that the interest rates will come down and 

our treasury MTM can be reversed. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: Sir in terms of capital raising plans, what will be our plans for the remaining quarter of this year 

and next financial year? 

K. S. Krishnan: We want to strengthen the capacity of the bank. Two aspects are there. One is to strengthen the 

capital is to give the banks much impetus to its growth plan. Even though we wanted to grow at 

20% in the current financial year, the Indian financial market is not conducive to grow at 10%. 

Many banks are in their advance portfolio, they are growing only at 0% or less. So we are no 

exception to that, but in our CASA if you look at, we are comfortably at 22% and in retail 

deposits, we are comfortably more than 60%. These are all the positive changes because in 

CASA, about 18 months back it was only 16%-17%. Balance sheet numbers, there are some 

analytical flaws in that. So it was only 16%-17%, now it is 22%. If you look at the other 

segment, retail deposit, it was much skewed. Now it is much improved. As of cost of fund is 

also, there is reduction from 8.57 to 8.17. So there is all around efficiency is coming to the 

system barring the spurt in NPA. In many other areas, efficiencies are improving. So going 

forward we feel that we will grow at, in the current financial year may end up at 10%, but next 
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year onwards we would like to grow at 20%. So in order to realize that growth, we need capital. 

So also that when we have the higher level of NPAs and all that and to fund our growth plans, 

we need capital very essentially. It will also give a better comfort to the regulator because of the 

old shocks we had, it will give a better comfort because we have 280 branches across the 

country. Out of which, 25 is in Mumbai itself and another 15 in Delhi and suburbs we have about 

15-16 branches and these are all the good branches. In South India, we are doing very well. 

Many of our branches are performing very well, but in North India, we are not doing the similar 

performance. Mumbai and North India or West, we are not having the similar performance, but 

we look forward to have a better performance by reorienting the existing staff and giving them, 

imparting them better training and skill. So a re-engineering is happening in the HR segment 

also. So this is we hope that next year our growth will be further improved. Already it has 

started. Instead of the wholesale banking model, now through the brand centric model, we have 

started growing systematically. Now all our branches have started lending. All the branches are 

procuring deposits and good proposals are being brought from the market and also they are 

selling third party products. Now we have stabilized as a normal bank. So I hope that going 

forward there will be systematic growth in our book and also our fortunes. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: For that, capital requirement will be how much and how much you are planning in current year? 

K. S. Krishnan: Now with the current induction that happened in January about 3 crores, proportionately our 

Basel II is 11.79. With the addition of 220 crores, it will be around 14 plus. So it can take care of 

our next year growth of about 20%. So 15-16 again we may approach the market and we also 

feel that the worst year is over with the current year because most of these provisions are made 

and we do not expect any further shocks going forward because we have thoroughly analyzed 

our portfolios and if you look at the new lending, in the last financial year 12-13, we lent about 

more than 4,000 crores. This year already we lent about 3,000 crores, but the slippage to NPA 

will be less than 20 crores out of this 6,000 crores. That is one of the best situation any banker 

can envisage and most of our lending’s supported by collateral. The kind of NPA was created 

only because of a little aggression in lending during the period from 9 to 12. That model is 

already done away with. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: Our HR consolidation is over on the contractual staff which was at higher salary, whether they 

have.. 

K. S. Krishnan: Now contract staff is having only lesser salary. Now 75% of the manpower is constituted by 

officer’s category and most of them are under the IBA and only 25% is in the other category that 

what we call C2C, C2C even 25% is there. It is only award staff what we call clerical and 

subordinate staff, we have about 25% and average age of officers is 35. We have drawn up a 

very comprehensive HR plan to better orient our people to be, they are market oriented, but they 

are to be more process oriented they have to be because they have been all aggressively selling in 

the market in the yesteryears. Now we want them to be process oriented also. So there will be a 

synergy of all this which I am confident that will take our bank forward in very sound manner. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: What will be the growth plan for FY15 then? 
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K. S. Krishnan: We look at 20% that is our declared plan because current year also we looked at 15%-20%, but 

the market is not working favorably now. This year there are no takers for money. No industry is 

performing, so that I do not have to tell the market is like what to do. Our banking segment only 

even if you look at Kerala banks, I do not think many of them are growing in their advance book. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: What is our PCR including whatever write-offs and all this thing? 

K. S. Krishnan: Now 36% PCR. 

Mangesh Kulkarni: What will be our targets for improving this? 

K. S. Krishnan: When we recover the new NPAs, especially I told you out of that 151 crores slippage, we 

recover that 70%. Our PCR will go up by another 10% because PCR is less mainly because of 

the new NPA. So that is the reflection. Most of the NPAs are new. So provision coverage is less. 

That is our focus, it will go up. Definitely it will go up. 

Moderator: Thank you. The next question is from the line of Amelie Thevenet from Jupiter Asset 

Management. Please go ahead. 

Amelie Thevenet: Most of my questions have been answered, but I just wanted to have a bit more clarity on like for 

example last quarter you had loan that went bad a gold loan of 30 crores what sort of legacy is 

there into the pipeline because I do understand that now you have got more sort of checks in 

place for the asset quality and new lending is doing more in a more present manner, but we still 

have some sort of less present loan that are still in a big way  going bad and going forward. So 

can you bit comment on that and give us a bit more clarity, you said worst is over, but is it ready 

there already and there is no risk of more loan going bad in the near term? 

K. S. Krishnan: As I already explained ma’am, in the period up to 2009 if you look at, our NPA was very low, it 

was just 0.6%, but during the period 9 to 12, there was some change in the management and 

there was some change of plans for the bank rather we changed for a different model. So after 

that model, we thought of inorganic growth. There was addition of huge asset base not supported 

by adequate systems and collateral securities and major issue, everything happens so quickly. So 

in the last 2-3 years, there was some aggressive lending which resulted in a higher level of NPA, 

but most of these NPAs are having collateral securities and we lend mostly to AA or AAA rated 

companies, but because of the sudden lack of the environment of the financial situation in this 

country or because of the difficulties faced in the country, the stressors, the strains of the 

economy that is reflected in the banking segment also. Many corporate accounts turned sticky 

that is the reason why the NPA progressively it went up from first year then it went to 2.5, then 

2.9, now it is 7.05, but what I am trying to tell is that that is only history. During the last 2 years, 

2012-13 and 13-14, many of the lending’s about 6,000 crores of additional lending happened, but 

if you look at the balance sheet, you will not see that because many of the bulk advances we got 

refund of and the business model also changed. So the bought out advances are also got 

refunded. The retail advances also are coming back in bulk. So even though we adopted the 

brand centric model and we started lending through the branches and even though we lend more 
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than 7,000 crores, the book is almost the same because there is a transformation or a replacement 

of the corporate book by SME for the gold loan or the agricultural finance that is how it 

happened. There was yield also increased from 11.84% yield in 2012 with much lower NPA. At 

11-12, our yield was just 11.84 which now increased to 12.23 despite high NPA level of about 

546 crores. So what I am trying to tell is that this NPA problem has given some temporary 

shocks to our bank, but if you look at the history of the NPA creation and the solution, out of 528 

crores which turned NPA in the financial year 12-13, we recovered about 300 crores. This year 

also about 251 crores turned NPA, we recovered almost 95-100 crores. So there was total 

recovery of 400 crores in the last 18 months. So even though there is presently the NPA level of 

546 crores, we have lined up recovery about 250-300 crores, 200-250 crores easily we can 

recover. That is why in this context I told the NPA of 151 in Q3 of the present financial year, out 

of 70 crores can be upgraded just by collecting one crore of arrears which is happening through a 

small amount. So 70 crores stands already almost recovered. So recovery of another 200 crores is 

targeted, for which very stringent action was underway and the recovery will happen. We are 

fairly confident that these recoveries will happen very easily and smoothly. So with this, our 

NPA recovery in the current year will touch more than 350 crores which will bring down our 

gross NPA to 4% down from 7% and net NPA to about 2.5%-3% down from 4.64. 

Amelie Thevenet: What was the average tenure of loans let us say 3 years ago versus now? 

K. S. Krishnan: Three years ago, the NPA figure was net was only 0.6%. 

Amelie Thevenet: No, I am talking about for how long you are lending your loans, for how long did you lend? 

K. S. Krishnan: In the last 3 years, most of the loan tenures were from 2 to 3 years and 3 to 5 years, but many of 

those loans which we gave for 3 to 5 years are to AAA companies or AA corporates. They are 

safe. Even though the return is very low, they are very safe, but the advances which create 

problem is the mid segment of the corporates where we have collateral securities also. So we are 

enforcing those collateral securities and also we are planning to sell some of these assets to the 

asset recovery companies for which negotiations are underway. We have identified about assets 

worth 150 crores that also we are trying to do. That also happens, our NPA recovery will be 

much higher level. 

Moderator: Thank you. The next question is from the line of Rajat Budhiraja from Banyan Capital. Please go 

ahead. 

Rajat Budhiraja: So what I understand is like you will have 220-250 crores of recovery which is excluding 50-70 

crores which you have mentioned before. So I want to understand which industries are these 220 

crores of recovery would relate to? How much would be coming from retail, corporate and in 

corporate which industry? 

K. S. Krishnan: I told you many of these accounts are from, some are from the construction real estate, some are 

from the infrastructure and some from the corporates engineering, some from the education. So 

in each segment, there will be about 10%-15%. 
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Rajat Budhiraja: Like we know that infrastructure, construction sector is not improving. So what is the basis of 

recovery from this segment? 

K. S. Krishnan: If we look at the construction mostly for these builders, there are recoveries happening because I 

told you some recoveries since they are able to sell 5 flats, 10 flats; when we give NOC that 

money is coming to the system. So the account will be automatically upgraded. An infrastructure 

is mainly because most of these accounts are small accounts like 20 crores-25 crores and all that 

where the contractors are engaged in the road construction and things like that. So this is NPA 

mainly because of the technicality because the government funds are not released. Once the 

government releases the funds, it will come to our system and it will be upgraded and we have 

the power of attorney in favor of our bank and also the escrow mechanism. These are not big 

borrowers like public sectors are having. Our exposures are only 20-25 like that. Most cases, it is 

collaterally secured also. 

Rajat Budhiraja: In your previous statement you were saying Q4, last quarter financial year always strongest in 

terms of recovery. 

K. S. Krishnan: That is our experience. In the banking system also, we see that. In our experience, it is like that 

because in Q4, all the efforts will be concentrated for recovery and there will be results and we 

also started like that. That is bankers’ psychology. Every year in Q1 and Q2, we will be a little 

relaxed, but Q3 and Q4, bankers will be generally very alert and aggressive and last year also, it 

happened. Most of our recoveries happened in Q4. This year also, many of these parties where 

the Sarfaesi action is there, the court cases, the public auctions, and many things are right for 

recovery. 

Rajat Budhiraja: What was the amount of recovery in Q4 2013? 

K. S. Krishnan: The figure I will give you. In between, next question we can go on to sir. 

Rajat Budhiraja: Can you please provide the breakup of your loan book into retail, corporate, SME and 

agricultural loans. 

K. S. Krishnan: If you look at, our retail is about 60% and SME is about 20% and corporate is also about 20%. 

Rajat Budhiraja: And in that space, what is the reason behind drop in revenues from the retail banking because it 

has gone down from 129 crores in previous quarter to 38 crores. So why there is a big shift? 

K. S. Krishnan: That we will explain to you. 

K. S. Krishnan: On account of reduction in buyout advances, almost 2,000 crores advance buyout is repaid. 

Rajat Budhiraja: Can you please repeat and elaborate more like what has been the effect? 

K. S. Krishnan: Almost 2,000 crores buyout finance is repaid, that is why retail income is double. 
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Rajat Budhiraja: But your retail banking exposure if I can see, in last quarter it was 51.40%, now in this quarter it 

is 50%. So if that is matured, then again new book is come in on which you should have earned 

something. So what I feel like your retail book is almost flat or may be going down a bit, but 

your revenue from that to retail banking is gone down drastically that should not happen. There 

is a disconnect which I am not able to understand. 

K. S. Krishnan: That we will let you know separately. 

Rajat Budhiraja: No issues like I have not too more questions that I can ask and then I will talk to you to 

understand the situation. So this is fine like you had even 50% and in between like before that 

you have given a target of retail 40%-45% and SME 30% and corporate 20%-25% of the loan 

book. So has anything changed or should we expect the same contribution in FY15. 

K. S. Krishnan: The retail will come down a little and SME will go up mainly because the retail lending was 

happening at 250 crores per month between the year 10-11 and 11-12 where we had a very big 

retail asset credit dispensing department with 600 people employed in it in a very centralized 

manner, employee DSAs across the country in addition to the branch network of 280. In fact we 

never used our branch network for retail asset buildup, but in the new model of banking, we 

decided that, that is a very costly model and the incidence of NPA was also quite high when 

compared to the other segment. So we stopped that model and now we are entertaining retail 

lending only through the branches and the massive lending which had happened in 10-11 and 11-

12, those repayments are coming back. So going forward, our retail will come down to by 

another 10% in the next year whereas we will be improving in our SME and portfolios and 

incidentally I will tell you another thing the gold business from about 700 crores we went up to 

1,400 crores that is also a forming part of the retail because that is about 20% of our total book. 

Rajat Budhiraja: What is LTV ratio over there in gold financing? 

K. S. Krishnan: 20% will be gold. Of the total book, 20% will be gold. 30% will be other advances like, most of 

these retail advances constitute housing loans, then small loans to the construction and vehicle 

loan. 

Rajat Budhiraja: And what is loan to value on the gold financing? 

K. S. Krishnan: About 75 to 80. 

Rajat Budhiraja: And my last question is basically to your overall loan book, how much is coming from 

infrastructure and construction sector? 

K. S. Krishnan: Infrastructure will be about 7%-8%. 

Rajat Budhiraja: And this is including construction also, construction and real estate also. 

K. S. Krishnan: Yes. 
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Rajat Budhiraja: And there is a request from our side like now you have started doing the con-call. So it would be 

great if you can like in the next quarter, you can provide a presentation with all the details which 

you have provided on the con-call initially. So that it will be helpful for us to understand the 

numbers before the con-call itself. 

K. S. Krishnan: We will do that, certainly we will do that. 

Rajat Budhiraja: And I will take the questions separately, my pending questions. 

K. S. Krishnan: We recovered about 100 crores in the last quarter of the last fiscal. 

Moderator: Thank you. The next question is from the line of Mona Khetan from Elara Securities. Please go 

ahead. 

Mona Khetan: Couple of queries from my side. Firstly on the slippages of 150 crores, if I am getting it right we 

had one large slippage of 70 out of this 150. 

K. S. Krishnan: About three accounts, 70 I told about in three accounts. 

Mona Khetan: Three accounts include 70 crores and the rest of the 80 crores would be….. 

K. S. Krishnan: Small accounts, 10 crores, 8 crores like that. 

Mona Khetan: What would be the collateral levels in these top 3 accounts? 

K. S. Krishnan: Most of these accounts are except one account which is in consortium, all others are having good 

collaterals, 100%-125% collateral. One account is in consortium which is getting upgraded 

because there are some receivable problems they had and that is being corrected. That exposure 

is only about 20 crores. 

Mona Khetan: And what are the recovery prospects in the other two accounts in your opinion? 

K. S. Krishnan: Recoveries on the way. It will come by the end of this month. We will add back another 70 

crores. 

Mona Khetan: So you are expecting another 70 crores from this quarter slippages in the next quarter? 

K. S. Krishnan: 20 crores slippage of this quarter, 70 crores recovery will happen by the month end. 

Mona Khetan: Sure and secondly on the restructured book, just wanted to check how has been our restructuring 

this quarter and where does the book stand now? 

K. S. Krishnan: Now the book stands at 183 crores. There was addition of about 90 crores in restructured assets, 

85 crores. 
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Mona Khetan: And what this on the metallic company? 

K. S. Krishnan: It is not metallic company. Metallic company, that is only.. 

Mona Khetan: Aluminic 42.32. 

K. S. Krishnan: Same company. 

Mona Khetan: The only one, that one single account has been restructured. 

K. S. Krishnan: Construction equipment, there are one or two accounts. 

Mona Khetan: And sir when you say your Tier-1 is around 8.5 or 8.47 in Basel III, does this include the 

profitability or losses that we have incurred in the first three quarters? 

K. S. Krishnan: Everything is factored. 

Mona Khetan: And you mentioned also that you had 2,000 crores of buyouts have been repaid. So you are 

saying this for the entire last one year or for this quarter already on the retail side? 

K. S. Krishnan: Full year. 

Mona Khetan: For the first three quarters or year-on-year? 

K. S. Krishnan: Gradually coming back because originally we had about 4,500 book. 

Mona Khetan: So this 4,500 has come down to 2,500? 

K. S. Krishnan: Now it is less than 200 crores buyout portfolio. 

Mona Khetan: So you are saying almost all of it has been repaid, roughly 200 is left? 

K. S. Krishnan: Yes. 

Mona Khetan: And sir just wanted to check a little bit on the gold loan strategy of yours. You have been going 

very aggressively in the segment over the last one year. So what would be the average ticket size 

and LTVs you had already answered. So what would be the average ticket size that we will lend 

at in this segment? 

K. S. Krishnan: It will be between 50,000-1 lakh. 

Mona Khetan: So the fraud that we had was one particular incidence of a larger exposure or? 

K. S. Krishnan: That was people’s failure madam, not a process failure or a system failure. 
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Mona Khetan: But an individual exposure of that tantamount, you are saying that average ticket size is 50,000 

to a lakh, so? 

K. S. Krishnan: That happened in 200 accounts, not in one. 

Mona Khetan: Okay, alright. 

K. S. Krishnan: Because there are two groups, they pledged in 174 names. So the manager colluded with the 

borrower and all these groups are well-off. We are closing our neck on their neck. We will get 

back our money immediately. 

Mona Khetan: But otherwise the average ticket size is to the tune of couple of lakhs on the higher end. 

K. S. Krishnan: I can tell you the branches have powers up to 5 lakhs to lend. Most of the lending will be about 

one lakh and regional managers have power up to double that amount. 

Moderator: Thank you. As there are no further questions, I would now like to hand the floor over to Mr. 

Sachin Tendulkar for closing comments. 

K. S. Krishnan: Thank you very much my friends from the analyst wealth and I am grateful for your precious 

time and the energy devoted to our bank and we look forward to meet you personally. I know 

that most of you are based out of Mumbai and when I come to Mumbai in the next couple of 

weeks, I used to come there every fortnight. I would definitely personally meet each one of you 

and we will take forward our discussions and I request my good friends to support this 87-year-

old bank which will definitely is a bank which is serving the social sector of this country to 

support and we are confident that we will come forward and we will grow faster in the coming 

years. Thank you very much for all your excellent support and best wishes. Thanks a lot sir. 

Moderator: Thank you. On behalf of Elara Securities Limited that concludes this conference. Thank you for 

joining us and you may now disconnect your lines. 


